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S. EWOVERMAN 
Wu &ve a characteridon of co-absolutes d @N-N analogous to Blarovitrilknko’s charu- 
terizwtion d homeomorphs of flN - ZV. Wol show that his characterization is i genesrut inciepn- 
dent of the ~rupl rstismsl ofset heory, but in the case of the &xh-&onc remlaMer of the discrete 
spaoe of cwldhttality Nl it is absolute. 
1 Ahds (MOS) subj. C&s.: pairnary 54D40,54F65; Sewndary 04A30,06A40 1 
The results of this article are motivated by two consilderations. A problem that has 
attracted a good deal of attention in recent years is whether #3N -N (the remi\indlel 
of the ccchston~ compactificcrti~n of the naturaI numbrs) can be homeomcvphic 
to @N4:! -I& ‘(tti ren&indiir ;of the &ch-&one ‘campactification of the dizlcrete 
space of cardinality N,). We solve the associated problem of whether these spacrsd can 
be cd*b&tb-(debed%elow). 
is the characicrization, by Barovi&nko [9], of those 
-N, under the assumption CH, the continuum hypo- 
n i&d&~ndend‘of the u@ual xioms bf set theory is 
~~hctwn by van Douwsm and van Mill 131, We p&or&i similar task for those spaces 
le would like to thank Scott W, Williams iror some helpful comments on an earlier 
dr& of 
cd space is studicc! in [4] 
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For undefined ~~ITINI in this article, we send you to [6,, 11 or 121. 
As the above definition implies, the absolute E(X) of a space X is unique up to 
homeomorphism. For a coppact space X, E(X) may ~.c@racte+@ ~l,a$@tone 
space (i.e. ukafilter space) of the complete Boolean ‘e&bia k(g) df re&lti optin 
subsets of X. 
ID&&ion. Two spaces are said to be CO-ubs&fe if they have honreomorphic 
absolutes. 
The following propositions summarize the information we need. 
Pr~pos8tiorr! 1. 13re following are equivalent@ two compact spaces X and Y. 
(i) X und Y ore cd-&solute. 
(ii) mere is an extrersssfly discorsnected space E which can be mupped onto each of 
X and “Y’ with peflect 1”rtGuc~ble maps. 
(iii) The algebras R ( X’I and R ( Y) tare isomorphic. 
Propoeitionl2. If either of the following conditions holds, the co ~pactspaces Xsad I+ 
are co-abso:u te. 
(i) There k a perfect irreducible map frvlm X onto Y. 
Cii) X arid Y have homeomophie dense subsets. 
The proofs are straightforward. 
We now mention some relevant results about co-absolutes of@IV -N which have 
already appeared in the literature. 
Let Z(X) denote the set of all zero-sets in X, Woods [M] ais the following 
results by exhibiting aperfect irreducible map from #IV -N CMI -X. 
pdtaon 3. Assume CM. L4tt X be locally coiwwct and roowompact, #X -,X is 
co+absolwte with @IV - N if either 
(i) % is u-compact ti?Bd @(X)1:= #I, or 
(ii) x k aealcompact and lR(XJl = K1. 
Assume ICH. fl as- BB 4;s co-absolti  c! with @if -I- N. 
Ctimfort and Negrepontis Cl] find that, as:. ’ 
Aavc borneomorphic dense SMS and hence b 
ThiS gen@&es Propositiq 3, fn fact Willi&ns gives a sli$htly more general 
cl$a$&&j~ @d &@@m&s *Pat. his ~h~r&$z&i&i is independent of2%‘~ r K1, 
W,~~~‘~~~-iO;iew’~sUtts. A&I&, W;(X) de&&s tiie weight of X and e(X) the 
* i 
n-weight of X Th6 following iheorem ‘&n&s; ‘as p&t (i)# the theorem of IParovi- 
&nko mentioned above. The resuli has been included because of its 8;triking 
similarity to part (ii). In contrast to Proposition 3, part (ii) of Theorem 1 is obtained 
by exhibiting aperfect irriducible map from X ar.to fi2? -h? 
T~~QWO 1. Assume CkI, Let X be a compuct, zero dimensional F-space without 
isu&ed porkts in which non-empty C&‘s hsve non-empty interioc. Then. 
(i) X is homeomorphi~r: to @N - N iff w(X) = 2No. 
(ii) X is co-absolute with @N-N &r(X) = 2No. 
hf. It is straightforward to show that n(X) = le(E(X)) for any spstce X. Thus if X 
is co-absolute with #9N - N, then 
rr(X)=n(E(X’))=7t(E(BN-N))= n(~N-N)=2H”=K1. 
3upp-0~ now that n(X) == 2#O =tit. Let & at Id EB1 denote the Boolean algebras of 
&pen subsets of @N-N and X respectively. l.,et D be a w-base of X consisting of
clopen sets uch that IDl= Ml. *Then D is dense in B1 (in the Boolean algebraic sense). 
Siris -. is a compact, O-dilrxrensional F-space, & is DuBois-Reymond separable 
[ 121. Since every non-e;iEr;‘i;, f? -8 hg X has non-empty interior, & is Cantor separable 
WI 
Given p, q P-points in @N - N and assuming CIH, W. Rudin [ 101 constructs, by 
induction on N1, an isomorphism Cp: from 230 onto B’o such that he image under Qp of 
any clopen neighborhood f p is a clopen neigh&hood of q. This tinstruction uses 
()nly the facts that Bo is DuBois-Reymdnd and Cantor &parable, and /9N - N has no 
isolated points. In a virtually identical way, an isomorphism $ from & into B1 can be 
constructed by indu&on ~‘9 & such that ‘33 G ,#(J!?o). 
Let S(.&) and S(&) denote the Stone spaces of the Boolean algebras BO and BI 
respectiveiy . The S(&) is /3N - N and S(&) is X By Stone duality, corresponding to 
any isomorphism f from a Boolean algebra A into a Boolean algebra B, there is a 
contiiauoua (hence cl ) map S(f) from S(B) onto S(A). It is straightforward trs 
show that if f m&lx+ A onto a dense subalgebra of3 then S(f, is an irreducible map. 
Thw, for the &morphism $ constructed above, SC@) is a perfect, irreducible map 
- N. Thus X and /3N - N are co-absolute. This completes the proof 
of part (ii). 
oaf of this result in whit el aegM%%r&rsr.= .-.f _  _~--.c:zp~‘. ZYIIIV v= 
isolated points such that non-empty <%“s have non-e 
space. Unlike [3] we do not insist that the wei 
Theorem 1 generaliies Proposition 4. As well, Then 
3 part (i), in the case that X is zero dimensional. TO ~&this 
?r(@Xw) s w(##X)clZ(X)l and we quote three 
and the third from [5]. 
Proposition 6. If X is u locul/y comp42ct, u-compact spwe, then &X-X is -pact 
F-spucc. 
E%op~itbn 7. -If X is a a-compact, zem dimensional space+ them so is /3X, an.d hence 
soisjE#X-X. 
Pr9peM~n 8. If X is a Ioc&y compcrct, realcompact space tkn, it2 OX -X, non- 
e.mpty G& have non-emp.9 b2teriors. 
We now wish to show that Theorem 1 does fiat necessarily hold if a fails. To do 
this we exhibit wo Parovi6enko spaces, with a-weight Zb6 and such that these two 
spaces are not co-absolute. 
ProposMon 9. Let (P, 4) be a separutk partial order, i.e. forallp agdq in Psuch that 
p3h q there exists I in P such that t up and them is no s in P swh that.both s GR md 
s s q. 7%ere is Q complete Boolean algebra B such that 
(i) P E B’\(O), 
(ii) < agrees with the natural partial ordepitrg of Bv and 
(iii) FOP each b E B\{O] there is some p 6 F such that p G b. 
Furthermore the algebra li3 is ur&ue up to isomorphism. 
This proposition is from [8] and a proof can IIN found&in [7, p. 1523. 
The Boolean algebra fzonstructed in the fol ing lemma is similar to the homo- 
geneGUS universal on~i: constructed in[2], 
o,!ccrrdin&y 2’O such that is a o-algebra ‘i, e, cour,rtrrrble sups and GxIsf) mdB 
is e;: 2 ’ 5a0-closed (i.e. any demmic9g sequence ~~,F’ca:dind~p < 2NQ has Q nmweIyI Cower 
bovncl). 
By Proposition 9any separative partial order* cm be densely enrbcdded ina 
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t P = {pa: a E K} be 831 sequence of non-zero elemerits of a 
pa: * pfi lf inf P = 0, let r be a new ielement 
ch t E A such that for some Q! E K, 19~ < t. It 
garative partial order, 
er<tandq<tforeachtgAsuchthatfor 
some’aEK,p,<t.itis to the . that this makes {a, q) uA\{O} into a separative 
For the thiErd operation on a Boolean algebra A of cardinahty 2c(o, we inductively 
define v-algebras A y for y G 2% such that y1 G y2 implies A ‘l is a subalgebra ofA y2. 
LetA*=A,Atstagey+l,letA*+’ = II( At stage h where A is a limit cmIinal, 
let A be the cdgebra wntaining the direct Emit A?: y < A. Let III(A) = A’“‘. 
Now let A be a Booiean algebra of cardin&@ 2Ho (e.g., the finite and cofinite 
subsots of l &e reals). Let B = III(A). Noting that our cardinal arithmetic hypothesis 
implies that 2b is a regular cardinal, itis straightforward to show that pjl is an algebra 
of cardinal@ 2’0 which is <2@%h.3sed and atomless. It is easy to verify that Is is 
DuBois-IReymond separable. 
Lsnranrr 2. Assume that for ali K < 2 %, 2” G 2% mere is a Parovi&nko space Y with 
w(Y) = 2% s&i that Y is not the union of ~2~~ nowhere dense sets. 
lb& Let B be the Boolean algebra obtained as in Lemma 1. Well-known 
aquments how that St(B), the Stone space of B, is a compact, zero-dimensional 
Fmti in which the intersection of <2’@ opensets, if non-empty, has non-empty 
interior. A standard argument of the Baire category style shows that St(B) is not the 
206 nowhere dense sets. 
Now w (St(B)) llsi = 2’O. Let Y be the disjoint union of !%(a) and /3i’V -AT, T 
Y is the space for us. 
Tlkcre is a PamviEenko ce, T, such that w(T) = 2”0 an is the 
uch bY v ouwen an I.31 . 
Frtoot, WC first claim that if X md 2 are two spaws and 6: X qZ;& a pe&ct 
irreducibl+ mapI then *j_ 
(i) Fbr all nowhere dense M is nowhere dense, aad 
(ii) foa ulf nowhere dense j’U G is nowhere dense. 
the proof of this claim is straightforward, j s I_ 
Hen= by prcy&tjon 1, if X and Z are co-absolute and 2 i@ thp_ &BF ?f;i% 
nowhere dense sets, then so is X HoweTar, 7’ fro& Proposition ~IoxisS&$ w&n of 
2 Ho = 2Hl nowhere dense sets but Y from Lf::mma 2is not, so th!t _T an4 ,Y,are not 
co-absolute, Thus, at least one of T, Y is not cls-absolute with @IV -N. We $annot tell 
which one. . I c *. 
If we 1et X be the disjoint union of 7’ and Y9 then X is not co-a&l~te with 
@V - N. For any co-absolute ofX will have one clopen subset being&e pniqn of 2k 
nowhere dense sets and one not. However, cioppn subsets of @N-N are.pa&wise 
mutually homeomorphic, so that if K B 2w0 and some regular closed subset of #N -N 
is the union of K nowhere dense sets, then every regular closed subset of @N -N is 
the uGon of K nowhere dense sets. Thus the absolute of @N-N will not have the 
same property as the absolute of X 
We remark that, in Theorem 2, not only do we take the space T from @] but also 
the idea of using tfwo spaces to do the job of one. The result ins [3] analogous to 
Theorem 2 is somewhat better for there it is shown that. Parovi5enko”s charac- 
’ terization of flN - N, Theorem l(i), is actually equivalent to CM. 
we can only show that g&n the hyj?oZ!z& “for all K C 2%, 2” G 2ac,“, the 
Characterization of Theorem l(ii) is equivalerx to CH. (That the hypothesis follows. 
from Martin’s axiom, dven in relatively weak forms, is well known,) 
Also interesting isthe fact that the space X of Theorem 2 not only has n_weight 
Z?O, but even weight 2Hr . This is not surprising, since if X is any ParoviEenko space 
with VT(X) = 2’(-, then X has a n-base of clopen sets which is a Boolean algebra B 
such that B is both Canlor and Dubois-1Reymo arable and has cardin 
The Stone space of this Boolean algebra St(B) w 
2No which is co-absolute with X. Thus, if there i 
whi& is not co-absolutls with /9N - N, then thaw is on 
We make the foSlowi 
fails, then there is a Pami& ~A32 space of n-weight P” w 
co-absolute with flN - 
Ii may be sui*prising that PI?& - ndidatc:. for the Conjecture; 
denote the discrete space of cardinality h by L .I\. 
3. Let A be a cczrdinal. ‘fien 
*0 
. 
, let [A]“” be the set of all denumberable subsets of A. 
each C E [A]*? Let L/,, = 
such that I&I = 2K~ and u,$ is 
ence in #A) is homeo 
n subsets of @WA -
s A s 2#O, for any two A 1 and A2 such that 
~~~AlrA2Q2*o,~WA1-WA1and~WA 2 -WA? have homeomorphic dense subsets, 
The result of the theorem then follows from Proposliion 2. 
d /SWNl- WNl are co-absolute. 
Thi$ corollary is interesting in light of the open question mentioned at th? 
&ginning of this article and the results, that under many set-theorztic hypotheses, . 
including CH and Martin’s axiom plus not CH [2], flN - N and /3WK1 - WH1 arr;: not 
homeomorphic, 
Theorem l(ii) and the Conjecture imply that there is a Parovizenko zipace X such 
that X is co-absolute with #!3A’-N iff CH holds. As the following corollary to 
Theorem 3 shows, there is also a ParovEenko space Y such t:lat Y i!a co-absolute 
with flN -N iff CH fails to hold. 
CH iff #3N -N is not co,-absolute with @W& -D&. 
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